
How Much Hearing Protection Do I Need?

An Easy Outline for Sergeant’s Time Training

(Note to Sergeants: Here’s an easy training outline you can follow any time your unit has a free 
minute. A problem & solution format is provided below, with visuals if you scroll down. Use this outline or 
add more info as you see fit. Make it yours & make it matter! –PS Magazine)

Problem:  Using the right amount of hearing protection can prevent noise induced hearing loss. But how 
much hearing protection should you use? It depends on the type of weapons or equipment you’re 
operating.

Solution: The two most common types of noise hazards you’ll encounter are steady state or impulse/
impact. Steady state noises are continuous sounds above 85 decibels that last for extended periods of 
time.  Impulse/impact noises are high-level, short-duration noises measured as peak pressure decibels 
(dBP). You must wear hearing protection when exposed to steady state noise above 85dB or impulse/
impact noise above 140db. 

Steady state noises are caused by certain types of equipment, generators, wheeled and tracked vehicles 
and aircraft. 

Impulse or impact noises are caused by weapons fire, artillery and explosions like from M-4 or 60mm 
mortar. 

If you’re riding in a HMMWV or firing a rifle or handgun, you’re usually fine with ear plugs or noise muffs.  
Some vehicles, aircraft and weapon systems require double hearing protection.  That means a 
combination of ear plugs and noise muffs. 

Not sure how much hearing protection your operating environment calls for? Your operator’s manual will 
indicate the level of protection required or consult DA Pam 40-501, Army Hearing Program. Work with 
your post hearing program manager or unit hearing program officer to determine the proper level of 
hearing protection to use. 

Need a copy of DA Pam 40-501?  Get it here:
http://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/p40_501.pdf

http://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/p40_501.pdf
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Need a copy of DA Pam 40-501? Get it here:

http://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/p40_501.pdf
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